Liberate Your Staked Assets

https://musesﬁnance.io

FROM CENTRALISED TO
DECENTRALISED /
The growth of the decentralized ﬁnance (DeFi) ecosystem in 2020 has
been explosive, despite DeFi being an almost unknown concept in
2019.
According to data from DeFi Pulse, while it took close to two years for
DeFi deposits to reach USD 1 Billion in Total Locked Value (TVL) as of
Q4 2019, and as in Feb 2021, the DeFi TVL has seen the all-time-high
around USD 45 billion (45x since Q4 2019. We still see the strong
momentum of DeFi growth. On 14 March 2021, the DeFi TVL saw the
all-time-high at USD 45.97 billion.

From https://deﬁpulse.com/ on 10th March 2021

Muse.Finance /
Muse.Finance is Decentralised Finance Platform where staking
users can receive rewards generated by staking and
simultaneously get beneﬁted through wrapper, swapping, lending
and yield farming.

Solutions /
❖By enabling the illiquid staked tokens to be transferable, ensures
sufﬁcient token in circulation and efﬁcient price discovery on DEX

❖Users can trade the staked tokens to secure their proﬁt on the
spot, avoiding the 7–28 days unbounding process (this however is
due to on-chain security consideration against long-range attack)

❖For users to have other ways of generating ﬁnancial revenue
other than staking reward while receiving staking reward.

❖Bridge between non-ERC20 chain and ERC20 chain in the
beginning, and eventually enable to connect assets to many other
chains

❖Lending and leverage trading opportunity while staking.

Product Highlights /
Wrapper

Swap

Cross-chain Staking Gateway
for non-ERC 20 assets

Liquidity Provider
through Automatic Market Maker
for ERC 20 assets and cross chain
assets

Lending

Yield Farming

Liquidity Offering Platform
to improve capital efﬁciency

Automated leveraging Farming
with deposit collateral to Lending
Platform

Roadmap /
2021. 01
PoC Completed

2021. 03
MVP Launched

2021. 05
Wrapper Launch
Swap Phase 1

2021. H2
Swap Phase 2

Yield Farming
Launch

Lending Platform
Launch

